
      WINNING PIPS SYSTEM 
Thank you for taking the time to download this free guide. In your hands now is 
one of the best forex trading systems you might have ever come across. The 
key to winning with this profitable system is to seek to understand it first then 
follow the rules as explained. Proper understanding of what is being explained 
here would go a long way in helping you become successful. Don’t take this 
FREE guide for granted. 
The value is worth lot more, but in my magnanimity, I have decided to give it 
out to my subscribers. In coming days you will understand fully the value of 
what is in your hands now. You may print it out from your computer and study 
it with great care. 
 
The benefits of this FREE trading strategy are numerous but let me highlight a 
few before I proceed to teaching you the actual trading strategy. 
 

1. This system is so simple to understand: Just follow the rules without 
complicating it and you will be a master at applying the principles 
discussed. 
 

2. It only requires little effort and time to implement but very accurate. The 
signals are perfect. You will only encounter few losses if executed 
correctly. 
 
 

3. You can apply this strategy to any time frame, 5 min, 30mins, 1hr, daily 
and weekly. Depending on the time you have at your disposal to monitor 
the market. The best time frame to apply this strategy is on higher time 
frames. From 1Hr and above. Personally I prefer trading it on a 1 hour 
chart. I get good setups and consistent profits there. 4Hr is also 
excellent to trade this system. Having said that, follow the time frame 
that is best for you. 
 

4. You can trade this system on any pair. The best pair that has yielded good 
results are; EURUSD, GBPUSD and GBPJPY. My advice is that you should stick 
to one trading pair and follow it religiously. 
 

 



System Application 
This powerful trading system can be applied on any forex trading platform. You 
may want to download an MT4 platform from the brokers listed here: 
alpari.co.uk, liteforex.com etc. 
Next, copy the template winningsystem.tpl and paste it in the template folder 
of your trading platform. 
 
 
 
The principle behind trading successfully is to first determine: 

1. The direction of the trend. If you can determine the direction of the 
trend accurately, then more often than not, you would always be 
successful when trading the forex market. Remember the slogan; the 
trend is your friend. When you trade in the direction of the trend, your 
trades would always go well because the market would comply with you. 
With this system we are going to make use of an indicator that spots the 
trend and prepare us to take a trade. 
 

2. Another very important principle to learn is to determine the turning 
point of the market. This is very crucial. One of the reasons why many 
traders end up losing most of their trades is that they enter the market 
when the trend is over and so they bit their finger when they see losses 
that would have been avoided. In this trading system, I will show you 
how to spot the turning point in the market and show you how to take 
advantage of it fast before the market goes deep. 
 

3. Another thing to keep in mind is the momentum of the market: 
What moves price in the forex market is momentum. Knowing when there is a 
momentum is the key to successful trading. Weak momentum signifies low 
volume of trades which translates into sideways movement. Trading when the 
market is moving sideways could be dangerous at times. With a proper 
understanding of momentum and how to apply it to your trading system, you 
will be riding the market and smiling as you follow the direction of the market. 
The Purpose of this trading strategy is to incorporate these three major factors 
that determine consistent profit in the forex market. Based on my study and 
application of various indicators, I have come to discover three powerful 
trading indicators that meet the criteria needed for successful trading.  
 
We would be making use of the the 200 EMA to act as filter and to determine 
the long term direction of the market. On  the 4H chart, we would be making 
use of the 50 EMA. 



 
The three indicators are described below: 
The Parabolic SARS(PSARS): This indicator helps to determine the turning 
point in the market. The best application of this indicator is when the market is 
trending. 
 
The Awesome Oscillator(A.O): This unique indicator determines market 
momentum, which eventually moves price. 
 
The Accelerator Oscillator(A.C): Before price behaviour changes in the market 
changes, the momentum changes and, even before the momentum, we see 
the change in the acceleration. The Accelerator oscillator determines before 
hand a change in momentum before price movement. Knowing this before 
hand is the key to successful trading. 
 
The three indicators described above are used to catch the early trend of the 
market. However it is very important that you know the direction of the trend 
first before applying this system and that is why we would be applying our 200 
EMA to help to determine where the market is going to. By so doing, it  would 
go a long way in helping you make profitable trades. 
Just follow this system as they are explained below and you would say bye bye 
to loss in your trading account. I promise to make this system very simple to 
understand. Just pay close attention to it. 
 

TRADING  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RULES 



To enter a long trade, all the conditions explained below must be met on the 
signal candle. (The signal candle is the candle at which all conditions come 
together to give us an entry signal). 

Trading Rules That Must Be Met for A buy Trade: 

 
 The PSAR dot must below the current signal candle. 
 AO must turns GREEN 
  AC must turns GREEN 

 
           Price must be above the 200 EMA 
 
If all 3 conditions are met and price is above the 200EMA, enter a LONG trade 
at the close of the current candle. 
The best signal is when all indicators line up on the same candle. (AO just 
turned from RED to GREEN, PSAR just changed position. 
STOP LOSS: 
 Set Stop Loss at the LOW of the entry candle. 
PROFIT TARGET: 
 Set Take Profit to the same amount of pips as Stop Loss. For Example, if the 
difference between profit and entry is 50 pips, set your profit target to be 
50pips or better still, you can go for 2:1 risk reward. If your stop loss is 50 pips, 
you can aim for  1oo pips take profit. 
 Alternatively, you can ride the trend until both the AO and AC change color 
(to RED). 
 
N.B: If price is below the 200EMA, and you get a buy signal (all conditions met for 
a long trade as explained above), ignore that trade. We want to be trading only in 
the direction of the trend. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Buy Trade Example 
 

 
Click here to see the trade entries clearly  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://content.screencast.com/users/Ochuko/folders/Jing/media/66e31cb6-59b5-45c3-beaf-652df81f97c5/Buy%20Entry.png�


 The PSAR dot must ABOVE the current signal candle. 
Trading Rules That Must Be Met for A Sell Trade: 

 AO must turns RED 
 AC must turns RED 

If all 3 conditions are met and price is below the 200EMA, enter a SHORT trade 
at the close of the current candle. The best signal is when all indicators line up 
on the same candle. (AO just 
turned from GREEN to RED, PSAR just changed position. 
STOP LOSS: 
 Set Stop Loss at the HIGH of the entry candle. 
Profit Target: 
 Set Take Profit to the same amount of pips as Stop Loss. 
 Alternatively, you can ride the trend until both the AO and AC 
change color (to GREEN). 
 
Set Take Profit to the same amount of pips as Stop Loss. For Example, if the 
difference between profit and entry is 50 pips, set your profit target to be 
50pips or better still, you can go for 2:1 risk reward. If your stop loss is 50 pips, 
you can aim for 1oo pips take profit. 
 Alternatively, you can ride the trend until both the AO and AC change color 
(to RED). 
 
N.B: If price is above the 200EMA, and you get a sell signal (all conditions met for a 
short trade as explained above), ignore that trade. We want to be trading only in 
the direction of the trend. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Sell Trade Example 

 
 
Click here to see the trade entries clearly 
 
I have made this guide as simple as possible and with this few explanations you 
can begin to harvest pips from the market. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://content.screencast.com/users/Ochuko/folders/Jing/media/8a075ab0-8d53-4676-8419-d029a6b7cdd5/Sell%20Trade.png�


 

Money Management 
o It very necessary that you demo trade this system first and master it like the 
back of your hand before committing money to trading it live. This would help 
you remain consistently profitable. 
 
o All Trades must be closed before major news releases. 
 
o The maximum percent of your account you should risk is 3%. If you are taking 
more than a pair while trading, make sure all of them round off to 3%. 
 

Some Important Note 
• No system is perfect, so please expect a few losses sometimes. 

 
• This is to just give you a small taste of how a profitable trading 

                          system should look like. 
 

• I hope you put this simple system into action and see some small 
            but consistent profits on your way! 
 

For Free trading article, signals etc visit: 
www.fxmiracle.com and subscribe. 

 
Thanks. 

For question, trading idea etc : 
Email:forexrescue@yahoo.com 

 
In you are interested in my FREE signals. Send me 

an email with subject: “Send me free signals” 


